The media for this thesis are acrylic polymers painted on upsom board. Acrylic was selected rather than 'Oil because of its unique ability to set and dry quickly, the ease with which it applies J tot,he surface, and the fact that it produces>lno harmful vapors. It is almost identical to oil paint in appearance, yet it can be mixed with water. It can also be made into a thick impasto or diluted into a transparent wash. It is an ideal medimn, and easily adaptable to the obj ectives.
The painting surface is upsom board, a compressed cardboard, and is used because it is easily cut and sized within minutes. Some artists object to its use because it does not offer the sensitive resilience to the brush that canvas might, however; this is not disturbing since my feeling seems to be completely in the manipulation of the brush. The pebbled surface of the board approximates the qualities of a canvas surface, and the board also has the advantage of not warping as many poorly stretched canvases do.
Prints from these transparencies were not made because of the several comments received of the poor r~roductive qualities. Anyone interested in examining this thesis work will have to sacrifice convenience for quality.
Painting 11 is basically a composition of three figures in which the motif of the bust becomes a dominant characteristic to remain throughout the entire sequence of paintings. The painting has a strong vertical structure of masses alternating from dark to light, the dark areas becoming cooler and lighter, and light areas warmer and lwninous. The light lines play primaril~upon the dark areas and the dark lines on the light areas. The masses of verticals interplay in color so that optical movement from one to the other is modified. The red of the table is held back by its color intensity and interspersed relationships with other colors, but remains as a vital part of the painting.
In Painting #2, the line becomes sUddenly more structural against strong, tightly composed verticals and the painting moves forward on the surface into an almost flattened, decorative pattern.
The bust motif becomes cubical in the sense that the painting is more formally arranged into modules of color, and there exists a predominance of warm hues against one cool vertical passage on the right.
The organization of color of Painting, #3 has changed considerably in that the neutral, warm passages have been pushed out to the extreme sides, allowing a large area of cool to prevail throughout the center.
The composition is becoming even more formal as the structure lies in In examining the total thesis work, space seems to become an increasingly important factor. Large areas of hue or value groupings have to retain a sense of structure so that the composition will aesthetically hold together. In the earlier paintings it became more apparent that it was necessary to consider this kind of structure.
Consequently, there developed four or five dominant vertical movements which eventually subsided.
the other elements. Color is not approached fro~a standpoint of methodology but is 'applied intuitivelYt the only;manner in which the I greatest sense of spontaneity could be achieved~Major color areas : 'f and tonal ranges are preconceived and analyzed but once the painting commences any color relationships are subject to change depending on the existing emotional state. Oolor theory is utilized but in application it is reduced to primarily the subconscious levels.
The linear motif which has provided exciting challenges, is the short, swift line that ;weaves in and out of the painting, and becomes sometimes more and sometimes less concentrated. It appears as a line or at times a shape, and usually plays an e~ual role in negative and positive spaces. It exists much of the time as an undefinable shape but sometimes delineates recognizable shapes. It can be described as a form of energy. The motif developed as a result of a direct method of applying the paint to the surface with a brush.
Much of the time it composes the main body of the work but on occasion becomes super-imposed.
The approach to the thesis paintings, as surmised, is direct and subjective. 'The mind, eyes and hand work as one. It is difficult to say which of the three plays a more dominant role but the succesS appears to depend on the three working in equal proportions. There also seems to be a development in the preoccupation with the emotional forces and stresses that are manifested in the painting, and in the search for new visual experiences there is a hindrance in having to work within the framework of recognizable objec~ive forms that dictate too readily the space within trite dimensions •. Once an independence J from imagery is achieved the freedom exists to:plunge areas of painting into deep space or pull volume out of flat areas at will, or activate an area with whatever color, shape, or line is appropriate at the time. An entire passage can be removed or reworked into a completely new creative statement. In this series of thesis paintings ther e has developed a ne"r level of freshness, vitali ty and enrichment that did not previously exist in my other works.
None of the works are completely emotional statements from the beginning of the paintings to the end. The teInR> of work is occasionally slowed and periodically, long analytical considerations are made. The groundwork is a contrived spontaneity, that is, the brush strokes are laid down after much deliberation, but still retain as much as possible the freshness and freedom of the unpremeditated quality.
At times there is a need to return to a realistic rendering of subject matter mainly as a reinforcement in understanding volumetric forms. These studies are of figures or landscapes sketched with pencil or charcoal on paper prior to beginning a painting and sometimes several preliminary con~ositional sketches are n~de when the need is felt.
In these thesis works, many significant discoveries of personal elrrichment could hardly be verbally translated. One would have to duplicate the actual mental and physicai processes in order to become cOIT[)letely enlightened with the same 'experiences. It is ! my hope that one who examines and ponders thi~!work will see with each sitting new revelations and hidden subtleties emerge, and to virtually undergo the same satisfying excitement which I had in creating the work. An important factor to bear in mind is not the technical knowledge in this type of painting, but rather the thoughts that transpire in the artist's mind at the moment the brush touches the canvas.
As one constantly searches for aesthetic answers he will discover that it is an endless search and that he must not cling too strongly to traditional beliefs and stereotyped ideas, but should be flexible enough to accept fresh and original thought, which is of course the basis for creativity, and to accept it not as a break from traditional dogmas but as an extension into a new scope of thiru{ing.
